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GREENDROP LABEL INSTALLATION

Here are the supplies and materials needed to ease
the application of the adhesive-backed labels onto
the smooth zones of the GreenDrop waste
diversion container.

Please read the entire instructions for tips.

Items needed:
1) Supplied Labels
2) Unscented plain dish soap without added

lotions
3) Spray bottle to hold water about 32 ounces of

water and adding 2 to 3 drops of the dishwater
soap

4) Rubbing Alcohol or Spray bottle with Rubbing
Alcohol

5) Clean, lint-free rags
6) Small Squeegee

If you have removed a prior set of adhesive labels
from the unit, using Goop Off will help clean
away any residual adhesive le on the unit.
http://www.goofoffproducts.com

Step 1
Use rubbing alcohol and a clean rag, rub

vigorously to remove any residue from the
smooth zones (shown below) where you could be
placing a label. You may be able to buy the alcohol
in a handy spray bottle.

Step 2
Place about 32 ounces of water into
a spray bottle then add 2 to 3 drops
of the unscented, plain liquid dish
soap without lotions. Shake for 5
seconds to mix the soap into the
water.

Smooth areas
indicated for labels

http://www.goofoffproducts.com
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GREENDROP LABEL INSTALLATION

Step 3
Lightly spray the
water/soap mixture
onto the smooth area
where you will be
installing the next
label. e smooth area
should be moist but not
dripping wet with
water running down
the area.

Step 4
Peel back the top
portion of the label leaving the majority of the
label backing still intact. Line up the top of the
label with the top of the smooth area and line up
le side as well.  Try to keep the labels even with
all the smooth sides.  e water solution will
allow you to reposition the labels if you are
slightly off balance with the smooth areas.

Step 5
Use a squeegee with a non-scratching edge to
smooth air bubbles out of the label. You will
achieve the best results when you push the
bubbles down and to the side.  If there are too
many bubbles, li the label up to the area that is
satisfactory, and continue in smaller sections to
adhere the labels.

Step 6
Step back
and admire
how nice
the labels
and your
GreenDrop
looks!

Questions?
Call Lyle Peters
P 360.574.9313 x 211
E LyleP@GreenDropRecycling.com

ese are examples of squeegees we use to apply the
labels to push out air bubbles and smooth the labels.

e side of a wide rubber kitchen spatula, a teflon
spatula or a shower squeegee will work.  Make sure
there aren’t any sharp edges to scratch through the

protective laminate.


